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Abstract
Using the density functional theoretical calculations, we report a new set of topological
semimetals X2YZ (X = {Cu, Rh, Pd, Ag, Au, Hg}, Y = {Li, Na, Sc, Zn, Y, Zr, Hf, La, Pr,
Pm, Sm, Tb, Dy, Ho, Tm} and Z ={Mg, Al, Zn, Ga, Y, Ag, Cd, In, Sn, Ta, Sm}), which
show the existence of multiple topological triple point fermions along four independent C3
axes. These fermionic quasiparticles have no analogues elementary particle in the standard
model. The angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy is simulated to obtain the exotic
topological surface states and the characteristic Fermi arcs. The inclusion of spin-orbit cou-
pling splits the triple-point to two Dirac points. The triple-point fermions are exhibited on
the easily cleavable (111) surface and are well separated from the surface Γ¯ point, allowing
them to be resolved in the surface spectroscopic techniques. This intermediate linearly
dispersive degeneracy between Weyl and Dirac points may offer prospective candidates for
quantum transport applications.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum topological materials have been at the forefront of the intense research
in condensed matter physics and materials science in recent years, as they exhibit fun-
damentally new physical phenomena with potential applications for novel devices.1–6
The topological insulator, for instance, was the first three-dimensional topological
material to be predicted and discovered.2,7–10 This was subsequently followed by the
experimental observations of Weyl semimetals (WSMs).3,5,11–16 The recent research
in nontrivial topological materials has been focused on the gapless materials, because
of linear band crossings and the existence of exotic fermions as quasiparticles.
The topological semimetals (TSMs) are classified based on dimensionality and de-
generacy of band crossings. A nodal point (zero-dimensional crossing) with two- and
four-fold band degeneracy characterizes the Weyl and Dirac semimetals (DSMs),17–19
respectively, while a nodal line (one-dimensional crossing) gives the corresponding
nodal-line semimetals.20,21 The band crossing points of WSMs, known as Weyl nodes,
have definite integer chirality, and they always appear in pairs. The WSMs also ex-
hibit peculiar surface states, known as Fermi arcs, which connects a pair of surface-
projected Weyl nodes with opposite chirality. DSMs with four-fold band degeneracy
can be thought of as a special case of WSM with merged Weyl nodes with zero
effective chirality. Nodal-line semimetals are considered as a precursor for other
topological phases: they can evolve into Weyl points, convert into Dirac points, or
become a topological insulator by the introduction of the spin-orbit coupling (SOC)
or mass term.22
More recently, the classification mentioned above of fermions has been expanded to
accommodate the triply-degenerate nodal points. This three-fold degeneracy gives
rise to what is known as triple-point (TP) fermions23–29 and has been confirmed
experimentally.29 These peculiar TP fermions do not have analog in the standard
2
model of the high energy physics, so the existing topological invariants will not
be applicable in contrast to the Dirac and Weyl nodes.29 Thus, these materials are
expected to show new topological phenomena, transport behaviors, and spectroscopic
responses, not present in DSMs and WSMs. The TP fermions having novel band
crossings have triggered the search of quantum topological materials, mainly because
of promising applications. Many candidate materials in different space groups have
been predicted to show this feature,29 specifically with the crystal structures having
three-fold rotational symmetry. In this Communication, we predict a set of Heusler
topological materials X2YZ with characteristic TP fermions, which are present even
in the absence of SOC. With the inclusion of SOC, the TP splits into two separate
Dirac fermions. The two distinct observed TPs shift anti-parallel with the change in
the row of constituent atoms offering tunability.
II. METHODOLOGY
The calculations were performed using the first-principles density functional the-
ory (DFT)30 as implemented in the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP).31,32
Projector augmented wave (PAW)33,34 potentials were used to represent the ion-
electron interactions. The electronic exchange and correlation were approximated
by the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) using Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof
(PBE) type of functionals.35 The wave functions were expanded in a plane wave ba-
sis with an energy cut-off of 400 eV and a Γ-centered 12×12×12 Monkhorst-Pack36
k-grid Brillouin zone sampling. The calculations were done both with and without
spin-orbit coupling. The Bloch spectral functions and the Fermi surfaces were calcu-
lated based on the iterative Green’s function method37 by obtaining the tight-binding
Hamiltonian from the maximally localized Wannier functions,38 as implemented in
the WannierTools package.39
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FIG. 1. (a) The crystal structure of Ag2TmMg compound with space group Fm3¯m (No.
225). (b) The corresponding three-dimensional Brillouin zone along with its high-symmetry
k-points and its projection onto the equivalent (111) surface. (c) The band structure of
Ag2TmMg without SOC and (d) with SOC.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Crystal and electronic structure
Ag2TmMg belongs to the face-centered cubic centrosymmetric crystal structure
(Fig. 1(a)) with Fm3¯m (No. 225) space group. Tm and Mg atoms occupy 8c (3/4,
4
3/4, 3/4) and 8c (1/4, 1/4, 1/4) Wyckoff positions respectively whereas Ag atoms occupy
4b (1/2, 1/2, 1/2) and 4a (0, 0, 0) Wyckoff positions. The optimized lattice constant
is 4.91 A˚. The dynamical stability of the structure was verified by computing the
phonon dispersion (cf. Supplemental Material). Fig. 1(a) shows the bulk Brillouin
zone and its projection on to the equivalent (111) surface. This crystal structure has
three-fold rotational symmetry (C˜3z) along the (111) direction, and there are four
such equivalent directions.
The band structure of Ag2TmMg along high symmetry lines in the absence of
SOC is shown in Fig. 1(b). In the neighborhood of Fermi level, along the Γ–X
direction, a non-degenerate band touches a doubly degenerate band at around -0.31
eV. The Γ point itself hosts a triply degenerate point at -0.16 eV as seen in the K
– Γ – L segment of the band structure. When projected onto the (111) surface, the
TP observed at the Γ point merges with the [111] axes, hence cannot be resolved
experimentally. However, the other TPs, which are well separated from the Γ point,
can be observed on this easily cleavable (111) plane.
The phonon dispersion shows a peculiar crossing which is linearly dispersive as
well as triply-degenerate. This suggests a bosonic Weyl quasiparticles.
B. Bloch Spectral Function and Fermi Arcs
A three-fold rotational symmetry (C˜3z) along (111) direction is a crucial require-
ment for the existence of TPs. Since there are four such equivalent (111) directions,
the TPs will appear in four pairs in the Brillouin zone. With the inclusion of SOC,
these TPs splits into two Dirac point of type-I and type-II along Γ-X direction as
well as at Γ point, as shown in the Fig. 1(c)
The surface-projected density of states (or Bloch spectral function) is calculated
by iterative Green’s function method, by obtaining the tight-binding Hamiltonian
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FIG. 2. (a) The (111) Bloch spectral function depicting the surface states of Ag2TmMg
along the Γ – X segment. The dark yellow lines denote the surface contribution. (b) Fermi
surface calculated with the chemical potential of -0.31 eV. (c) The (111) Bloch spectral
function depicting the surface states of Ag2TmMg near the Γ point. The dark yellow
lines denote the surface contribution. (d) Fermi surface calculated for the same with the
chemical potential of -0.16 eV.
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from the maximally localized Wannier functions. This function simulated the ex-
perimental angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy, giving valuable information
about the surface states and nodal points. In Fig. 2(a), bright yellow lines indicate
the contribution from the surface states, and the TP is seen at the -0.31 eV and the
two-thirds of momenta along Γ-X direction. These states are seen to merge on the
linearly dispersing bands and crossing the TP. The corresponding surface-projected
density of states in the neighbourhood of Γ¯ in the K¯ − Γ¯ − L¯ direction is as shown
in Fig. 2(c). Slightly below the Fermi level, a TP is observed due to touching
of non-linearly dispersing bands. This TP, however, cannot be resolved in surface
measurements because of its location at the Γ point.
The TPs can also be characterized by the Fermi arcs on the surface Bloch spec-
trum. Since there are four equivalent (111) directions, the Γ point projection coin-
cides with one of the TPs on the (111) surface. Hence, three other TPs and their
time-reversal counterparts will be seen in an hexagonal pattern on the (111) surface
(cf Fig. 2(b)). The Fermi arcs emanating from a given TP connect to the neighbor-
ing TPs forming a flower-like hexagonal Fermi surface. Again, this pattern is due to
the three-fold rotational symmetry and time-reversal symmetry along the diagonal
of the primitive unit cell. The Fermi surface corresponding to the Γ¯ in the K¯− Γ¯− L¯
segment (cf Fig. 2(d)) shows a bright spot at the center connected by the arcs the
nearby six TPs at the vertices of the hexagon.
In the case of Ag2TmMg, we replaced the lighter element with the same group
elements and observed its effect on the position of the two distinct TPs. Figure 3
shows the change in the location of TPs in the Brillouin zone for the different com-
pounds. The TP1 (observed along the Γ - X segment) moves down with increasing
row of constituent elements, while TP2 moves upward. So, effectively we can tune
the position of TPs in the appropriately alloyed compound.
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FIG. 3. The variations of binding energies of TPs with the selected compounds.
IV. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have theoretically predicted several new materials which host
peculiar triple-point fermions as quasiparticles. Also, they also show signature hexag-
onal Fermi arcs connecting the vertices to the center and the nearest vertex. This
set of materials and the slab were particularly chosen to maximize the number of
TPs and easy experimental preparation. Since all the six TPs are well separated
from each other and are away from the Brillouin zone center, it offers easy detection
using surface sensitive spectroscopic methods. The two distinct TPs observed shift
anti-parallel with the change in the row of the constituent lighter atom. This study
can guide the experimental observation of triple-point fermions, based on the loca-
tion of Fermi arcs. The position of the TPs can also be tuned with an appropriate
alloying. Additionally, not only electronic bands show triply-degenerate crossings,
8
but also the phonon bands exhibit this characteristic behaviour. The TP fermions
cannot be characterized by the conventional topological invariants, elucidating the
complexity of this new class of topological materials.
V. SUPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
The phonon dispersion and band structures of materials are given in the supple-
mental material.
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Phonon
The phonon dispersion of all the compounds studied without spin-orbit coupling is given in
Figure
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Figure S1: The phonon band structure of all full Heuslers compounds3
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Figure S1: The phonon band structure of all full Heuslers compounds5
Bandstructure
The electronic bandstructure of all the compounds studied without spin-orbit coupling is as
shown:
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Figure S1: The elelctronic band structure of all full Heuslers compounds
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Figure S1: The electronic band structure of all full Heuslers compounds
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